How to Eat Fried Worms

ACROSS
2. The boys must ___ for the siren that woke the neighborhood.
3. Tom was grounded for not eating a salmon ___.
7. The bet ___ of Billy eating 15 worms in 15 days.
8. Alan and Joe ___ a story that worms are poisonous.
9. Billy is ___ at eating the first few worms even with a stomach ache.
10. The worms may be ___ in any way.

DOWN
1. Billy’s father assures him that worms are not ___.
4. The boys meet up after a failed peach ___.
5. The first worm is boiled and coated in ketchup and ___.
6. The boys ___ that Billy would eat anything.

WORD BANK: SUCCESSFUL, PREPARED, POISONOUS, MUSTARD, CONSISTS, CONCOCT, CASSEROLE, ARGUE, APOLOGIZE, ADVENTURE